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ISOMETRIES OF COMPLEMENTED SUB-RIEMANNIAN
MANIFOLDS
ROBERT K. HLADKY
Abstract. We show that the group of smooth isometries of a complemented
sub-Riemannian manifold form a Lie group and establish dimension estimates
based on the torsion of the canonical connection. We explore the interaction
of curvature and the structure of isometries and Killing fields and derive a
Bochner formula for Killing fields. Sub-Riemannian generalizations of classical
results of Bochner and Berger are established. We also apply our theory to
common sub-categories of complemented sub-Riemannian geometries and show
how to compute the isometry groups for several examples, including SO(n),
SL(n) and the rototranslation group.
1. Introduction
The essential idea of Klein’s Erlangen program is to study geometric objects
via their groups of self-isometries. While general Riemannian geometry falls out-
side the boundaries of this program, there are deep and rich interactions between
the isometry groups of a Riemannian manifolds and tensorial invariants such as
curvature.
There is a natural notion of isometry in sub-Riemannian geometry. But, in
part due to the problematic nature of the exponential map on sub-Riemannian
manifolds, there has been little success in studying the group of isometries using
analytic tensorial methods.
In a recent paper [4], the author introduced a canonical connection for comple-
mented sub-Riemannian manifolds and studied some of the basic properties of its
curvature and torsion. Using the language of Killing fields and one-parameter sub-
groups, this connection can be used to study the isometries that preserve not only
the sub-Riemannian distance but also the complement. Many natural examples of
sub-Riemannian geometries come equipped with an inbuilt or natural complement.
The isometries of interest in these examples are exactly those that preserve this
additional structure.
In this paper, we establish the basic definitions and properties for isometries and
Killing fields on complemented sub-Riemannian manifolds. In Section 3, we show
that isometries can be determined by information at a single point, establish that
Iso(M) is a finite dimensional Lie group and find crude dimension estimates. In
Section 4, we study the considerable effect of torsion on the group of isometries
and establish methods to greatly refine the dimension estimate. In Section 5, we
first study the pointwise relationships between Killing fields and curvature. Then
we consider compact manifolds and Bochner formulas for Killing fields. We extend
Key words and phrases. Carnot-Carathe´odory geometry, isometry, Killing field, Ricci curva-
ture, Bochner Formula.
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classical results of Bochner and Berger relating Killing fields to Ricci curvature
into the sub-Riemannian category. Finally in Section 6 we show how to apply our
results to a variety of examples. We show that the Lie group SO(n) with a natural
left-invariant, complemented sub-Riemannian structure provides an example of a
compact manifold with isometry group of maximal size.
2. Basic Definitions
Definition 2.1. A sub-Riemannian manifold is a smooth manifold M together with
a smooth, bracket generating subbundle HM of the tangent bundle and a smooth
inner product 〈 , 〉 on HM .
It is well known that the sub-Riemannian metric defines an equivalent topology
to that of the underlying manifold M . We shall always assume that M is complete
with respect to the metric induced by the sub-Riemannian distance. From [12]
Theorem 7.4 , this is equivalent to the completeness with respect to any particular
extension of 〈 , 〉 to a full Riemannian metric.
To allow for precise statements concerning the bracket structure ofM , we define
H0 = HM and then inductively define Hj+1p to be the linear hull of H
j
p and
all vectors of the form [X,Z]p with X ∈ Γ∞(H0) and Z a smooth vector field
that everywhere is in Hj . The sub-Riemannian manifold M has step size r at
p if Hr−1p = TpM and global step size r if H
r−1 = TM . We say that the sub-
Riemannian manifold M is regular if each Hj is a smooth distribution of constant
rank.
Definition 2.2. A sub-Riemannian manifold with complement (sRC-manifold) is
a sub-Riemannian manifold together with a smooth bundle VM such that TM =
HM ⊕ VM .
An r-grading on an sRC-manifold is a decomposition
VM = V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V r
where each V i is a smooth bundle and we have the bracket conditions
[Γ∞(HM),Γ∞(HM)] ⊆ Γ∞(HM ⊕ V 1)
[Γ∞(HM),Γ∞(V i)] ⊆ Γ∞(HM ⊕ V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V i+1).
A regular sRC-manifold is a regular sub-Riemannian manifold of step size r + 1
together with an r-grading such that
Hj = Hj−1 ⊕ V j
for all j = 1, . . . , r.
Remark 2.3. There is only one 1-grading on any sRC-manifold. We shall refer to
this as the basic grading. An sRC-manifold with the basic grading is always regular.
To simplify notation, we shall also set V 0 = H and use πj, j = 0, . . . , r to
represent the projection maps TM → V j. However, when we are working with the
basic grading, we shall continue to use HM and VM . The projections of a vector
field A will often be denoted AH and AV .
Definition 2.4. A weak H-isometry between sRC-manifolds is a smooth diffeo-
morphism ϕ : M → N such that
ϕ∗HM = HN, ϕ
∗〈 , 〉N = 〈 , 〉M
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An H-isometry is a weak H-isometry such that
ϕ∗VM = V N
If both M and N are regular sRC-manifolds of step size r+1, a regular H-isometry
is an H-isometry such that ϕ∗V
j
M = V
j
N for all j.
The group of H-isometries from an sRC-manifold M to itself will be denoted
Iso(M) with the weak and regular groups denoted by Iso∗(M) and IsoR(M) respec-
tively.
Remark 2.5. It would certainly be possible to define H-isometries under much
weaker regularity assumptions than smoothness, although some regularity is neces-
sary for the preservation of the horizontal bundle to make sense. In this paper,
however, we shall restrict our attention to the smooth category.
Definition 2.6. A one-parameter subgroup of (weak/regular) H-isometries on M
is a group homomorphism Φ from R to the group of (weak/regular) H-isometries,
such that for all p ∈M , the map t 7→ Φ(t, p) describes a smooth curve.
Definition 2.7. A smooth vector field K is a weak H-Killing field if [K,HM ] ⊂
HM and for all sections X,Y of HM
K〈X , Y 〉 = 〈 [K,X ] , Y 〉 + 〈X , [K,Y ] 〉.
A vector field K is an H-Killing field if it is a weak H-Killing field such that
[K,VM ] ⊂ VM . If M is a regular sRC-manifold, then an H-Killing field is regular
if [K,V j ] ⊂ V j for all j.
When we need to emphasize the distinction from weak H-Killing fields, we shall
occasionally refer to H-Killing fields as strong H-Killing fields.
Lemma 2.8.
(1) The local flows of a (weak/regular) H-Killing field act by (weak/regular)
H-isometries.
(2) Every (weak/regular) H-Killing field is complete.
(3) The map Φ 7→ d
dt |t=0
Φ(t, p) defines a 1 − 1 correspondence between one-
parameter families of (weak/regular) H-isometries and (weak/regular) H-
Killing fields.
The proof requires only trivial modifications of the Riemannian version, see for
example [11] p.188.
In the majority of interesting cases the horizontal bundle HM is strongly non-
integrable. This means that typically there will be no purely horizontal H-Killing
fields. However, H-Killing fields can have horizontal components. For example on
Carnot groups, the infinitesimal generators of left translations are H-Killing fields.
Example 2.9. The n-th Heisenberg group Hn is R2n+1 = Rnx × R
n
y × Rt with HH
n
spanned by the orthonormal basis Xi =
∂
∂xi
− y
i
2
∂
∂t
, Yi =
∂
∂yi
+ x
i
2
∂
∂t
, i = 1, . . . , n.
A complement is defined by choosing T = ∂
∂t
. The group structure
(x, y, t) · (x˜, y˜, t˜) =
(
x+ x˜, y + y˜, t+ t˜+
1
2
(xiy˜i − x˜iyi)
)
makes Hn a Lie group for which each Xi, Yi, T is left invariant. Hence the group of
left translations is a transitive subgroup of Iso(H).
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Identify u(n) with the space of real 2n × 2n matrices of the form (A,B) =(
A B
−B A
)
with A skew-symmetric and B symmetric. For (A,B) ∈ u(n), it is easy
to verify that
KA,B = (Aijx
j +Bijy
j)Xi + (Aijy
j −Bijx
j)Yi
+
(
Aijx
jyi +
1
2
Bij(x
ixj + yiyj)
)
T
is an H-Killing field. It is well known that these form a basis for the space of
H-Killing fields on Hn and indeed it will later follow from Corollary 6.3 that the
Lie algebra of smooth H-Killing fields on Hn is isomorphic to u(n).
For the Heisenberg groups, we can actually make a much stronger statement.
Let
K = aiXi + b
iYi + cT
be any weak H-Killing field. Then it is easy to verify that
Xia
j +Xja
i = 0 = Yib
j + Yjb
i, Xib
j + Yja
i = 0
and that
Xic = −b
i, Yic = a
i.
But then for any fixed i, Tc = [Xi, Yi]c = Xia
i + Yib
i = 0 and therefore
Tai = TYic = YiTc = 0, T b
i = −TXic = −XiTc = 0.
From this it is easy to see that [K,T ]H = 0 and so K is actually a strong H-Killing
field. Thus the Lie algebras of weak and strong H-Killing fields agree.
To compute with H-Killing fields we shall use specialized connections associated
to an sRC-manifold. We begin by establishing some notation and terminology.
The following theorem is shown in [4].
Theorem 2.10. If g is an extension of an r-graded sRC-manifold that makes the
grading orthogonal, then there exists a unique connection ∇ such that
• g is metric compatible,
• V j is parallel for all j = 0, . . . , r,
• Tor(V j , V j) ∩ V j = {0} for all j = 0, . . . , r,
• If j 6= k and X,Y ∈ V j and Z ∈ V k then
g(Tor(Z,X), Y ) = g(Tor(Z, Y ), X).
Furthermore if X,Y are horizontal vector fields and T is a vertical vector field
then ∇X, Tor(X,Y ), π0Tor(X,T ) are all independent of the choice of g and the
r-grading on VM .
Corollary 2.11. If the sRC-manifold M is equipped with a regular r-grading then
for tangent vectors Tp ∈ V jp and Xp ∈ H
0
p the projection π
j+1Tor(Tp, Xp) depends
only on VM and the r-grading, not the choice of g.
Proof. If X and T are any vector field extensions of the vectors Xp, Tp such that
X , T are sections of H0 and V j respectively, then it is clear that
πj+1[T,X ]p = −π
j+1Tor(T,X)p = −π
j+1Tor(Tp, Xp).
However from the definition of a regular grading, it is clear that the left hand side
is independent of the metric extension.

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A direct consequence of the last corollary is that portions of the connection and
torsion are invariant under H-isometries in the following sense.
Corollary 2.12. If F : M → M˜ is an sRC-isometry between sRC-manifolds, then
for all horizontal vector fields X,Y , vertical vector fields T and arbitrary vector
fields A
• F∗ (∇AX) = ∇˜F∗AF∗X,
• F∗Tor(X,Y ) = T˜or(F∗X,F∗Y ),
• F∗TorH(T,X) = T˜orH(F∗T, F∗X)
These connections are not torsion-free and this presence of torsion greatly com-
plicates analysis on sRC-manifolds as compared to the Riemannian case. To obtain
and optimize results, we shall use a variety of restrictions on the torsion.
Definition 2.13. Let {Ei} be any local orthonormal frame for HM and {Uk} any
local orthonormal frame for VM , graded if VM is graded.
• An sRC-manifold is H-normal if Tor(HM,VM) ⊆ VM . This is indepen-
dent of g and choice of grading.
• A metric extension is V -normal if Tor(HM,VM) ⊆ HM .
• A metric extension is strictly normal if Tor(HM,VM) = 0
• The rigidity tensor for g is
R(A) =
∑
i
〈Tor(Ei, A) , Ei 〉 +
∑
k
〈Tor(Uk, A) , Uk 〉
The rigidity vector for g is
R̂ =
∑
k
R(Ek)Ek +
∑
i
R(Ui)Ui.
The sRC-manifold is vertically rigid if R̂ ∈ VM everywhere, horizontally
rigid if R̂ ∈ HM everywhere and totally rigid if R̂ ≡ 0.
For the remainder of this section, we shall work with the basic grading and
assume that an extension to a Riemannian metric has been chosen . All results
transfer to more complicated gradings without much effort.
With this connection in hand, we can now define what will be a key tool in
studying the H-Killing fields of M .
Definition 2.14. For a weak H-Killing field, K, we define a linear operator
BK : TM → HM
by
BK(A) = ∇AKH + Tor(K,A)H = (∇KA− [K,A])H
and a bilinear form on TM by
BK(A,B) = 〈 BK(A) , B 〉.
Definition 2.15. We define K and K ∗ to be the Lie algebras of H-Killing fields
and weak H-Killing fields respectively. We further define
KV = {K ∈ K : KH ≡ 0}
KB = {K ∈ K : BK ≡ 0}
Kp = {K ∈ K : Kp = 0}
With a ∗ superscript denoting the weak versions of the same spaces.
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To conclude this section, we list the basic properties of BK and the Lie algebras
above.
Lemma 2.16 (Elementary Properties). If K ∈ K ∗ then
(1) For X ∈ HM ,
∇XKV = Tor(X,K)V
(2) BK is skew-symmetric on HM .
(3) ∇KHKV = −Tor(KV ,KH)V = −Tor(K,KH)V = −Tor(KV ,K)V
If K ∈ K then additonally
(4) For T ∈ VM ,
∇TKH = Tor(K,T )H
(5) BK(VM) = 0
(6) BK is skew-symmetric on TM .
(7) ∇KVKH = −Tor(KH ,KV )H = −Tor(K,KV )H = −Tor(KH ,K)H
Proof. If K ∈ K ∗, then for a horizontal vector field X
0 = [K,X ]V = −∇XKV − Tor(K,X)V
Next, if X,Y ∈ HM then, since LK〈 , 〉 = 0, we see
K〈X , Y 〉 = 〈 [K,X ] , Y 〉 + 〈 [K,Y ] , X 〉
= 〈∇KX −∇XK − Tor(K,X) , Y 〉
+ 〈∇KY −∇YK − Tor(K,Y ) , X 〉
= K〈X , Y 〉 − BK(X,Y ) + BK(Y,X)
This proves skew-symmetry on HM . Additionally, we see
0 = [K,KH ]V = −∇KHKV − Tor(K,KH)V
Now if K ∈ K then we also see that for a vertical vector field T
0 = [T,K]H = ∇TKH − Tor(T,KH)H = BK(T ).
It is then clear that the skew-symmetry extends to all of TM . Now we additionally
see that
0 = [K,KV ]H = −∇KVKH − Tor(K,KV )H

Corollary 2.17. If T ∈ K ∗V then Tor(T,HM)H = 0. If M is V -normal, then T
is H-parallel.
Proof. For a vertical weak H-Killing field T , we see that
BT (·) = Tor(T, ·)H
is both symmetric and skew-symmetric on HM . Thus Tor(T,HM)H = 0. Thus is
M if V -normal then Tor(T,HM) = 0. But then by Lemma 2.16 (a), ∇XT = 0 for
all X ∈ HM .

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3. The group Iso(M)
Throughout this section we shall assume that M is a complete with respect to
the sub-Riemannian distance.
We now turn to the task of determining the structure of the groups of isometries.
In [12] and [13] , Strichartz established that, under an additional condition known
as strong bracket generation, a weak isometry F is determined by F (p) and (F∗)p
and that Iso∗(M) is a Lie group. This additional constraint does not appear to
be necessary for the Lie group result if we use the Kobayashi methodology out-
lined here. In this paper, we shall instead focus on Iso(M). Under the relatively
weak condition that H bracket generates we shall establish that it is indeed a Lie
group. We will then use the analytic machinery developed in the previous section
to establish bounds on its dimension.
Lemma 3.1. If K ∈ K ∗ then the 1-parameter subgroup of weak H-isometries
generated by K is globally defined on M .
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then there exists an integral curve of K whose domain
is not all of R. The Escape Lemma (see for example Lemma 17.10 in [8]) implies
that the image of γ is not contained in any compact set. But if γ(0) = p and
Ln = sup
0≤t≤n
d(γ(t), p), then Ln = nL1. But this implies that d(γ(t), p) is bounded
by a constant multiple of t and so as M is complete γ cannot escape all compact
sets in finite time.

Classically, a tool to study isometries is the structure of geodesics. Unfortunately,
distance minimizing curves in sub-Riemannian geometry are poorly behaved in the
sense that the exponential map is not a local diffeomorphism. For this reason, we
shall introduce a different category of curves which we shall use to connect distant
points on M .
Definition 3.2. A rule on M is a curve γ : (−ǫ, ǫ)→M such that
γ˙ ∈ HγM, ∇γ˙ γ˙ = 0
We say that two points p, q ∈ M are rule related if they can be joined by a finite
concatenation of rules. The manifold M is traversable if every pair of points in M
is rule related.
Since Corollary 2.12 states that smooth H-isometries preserve the connection,
they must also map rules to rules. We remark that this need not be true for weak
H-isometries and indeed this marks a key distinction between the weak and strong
cases.
Our next goal is to study how a manifold is connected by rules. To proceed, we
shall need a technical lemma.
Lemma 3.3. If HM bracket generates at every point and Σ ⊂ M is an embedded
submanifold, then the characteristic set
C(Σ) = {p ∈ Σ: HpM ⊂ TpΣ}
is a closed, nowhere dense set of Σ.
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Proof. Suppose p is a limit point of C(Σ). Near p, let N = (N1, . . . , Nk) be a
framing for the normal bundle of Σ with respect to any metric extension. Then
near p, C(Σ) = {NH = 0}. This is a closed condition and so p ∈ C(Σ). Now, if
the complement of C(Σ) in Σ contains an open set, then on that open set HM can
only bracket generate TΣ.

In fact, far stronger statements can be shown. For details in the hypersurface
case, see the appendix of [5], or the results of [3].
Theorem 3.4. If M is a connected manifold such that HM bracket generates at
every point, then M is traversable.
Proof. Since rule relation is an equivalence relation and M is connected, it suffices
to show that for every p ∈ M , there is an open set containing p such that every
point in the set is rule related to p.
The idea is to begin by considering the immersed submanifolds Rp consisting
of all rules emanating from a point p ∈ M . Locally, these submanifolds will yield
a foliation with leaves of dimension dimHM . The proof will proceed inductively
by showing that the leaves of any traversable foliation can be pieced together to
provide a traversable foliation of a neighborhood of p with leaves of dimension one
larger. Repeating this process will eventually produce a foliation by traversable
leaves of the same dimension as the manifold. Such a foliation must necessarily
consist of a single leaf and so yields the desired open neighborhood.
Fix p ∈M and suppose we have a local coordinate chart U×W with coordinates
(u1, . . . , uk, w1, . . . , wm) such that p = (0, . . . , 0) and each submanifold Fc = {w =
c} ⊂ U × W is traversable. The manifolds Fc form a foliation by dimension k
traversable submanifolds and the coordinates above are local slice coordinates for
this foliation.
From Lemma 3.3, there must exist (q, 0) ∈ F0 such that HqM * TqF0. Thus
after a linear change in the w coordinates, we can assume that there is a rule γ(t)
with γ(0) = q and γ′(0) has non-zero component in the w1 coordinate. Let Γ be any
extension of γ′(0) to a smooth horizontal vector field near (q, 0). Define a smooth
function G defined on small neighborhood of 0 ∈ Rm by
G(t, w2, . . . , wm) = πW ◦ γ(w2,...,wm)(t)
where πW represents projection onto W and γ(w2,...,wm)(t) is the rule emanat-
ing from the point with coordinates (q, 0, w2, . . . , wm) with initial tangent vector
Γ(q,0,w2,...,wm).
It is clear that (G∗)(q,0) has full rank so, by the inverse function theorem, there
is a smooth inverse G−1 defined on some open set 0 ∈ W˜ ⊂W . We split G−1 into
the first and remainder coordinates by G−1 = (G−11 , G
−1
>1).
We now define a foliation of U × W˜ by dimension k+ 1 submanifolds by setting
F˜b = {(u,w) ∈ U ×W : G
−1
>1(w) = b}
for b ∈ G−1>1(W˜ ). To complete the argument we must argue that each F˜b is travers-
able.
First note that G(0, w2, . . . , wm) = (q, 0, w2, . . . , wm) and so each F˜b contains a
point b∗ = (q, 0, b) ∈ U × W˜ . We shall argue that all other points in F˜b can be
connected to b∗ by a finite number of rules.
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Suppose (r, s) ∈ F˜b. Then G−1(s) = (t0, b) for some t0, which implies that
s = πW ◦ γb(t0). But then (r, s), γb(t0) ∈ Fs. Since our inductive assumption is
that the level sets of F are traversable, there must be a finite sequence of rules
connecting (r, s) to γb(t0). Now γb(t) itself is a rule connecting γb(t0) with b
∗.
Hence (r, s) can be connected to b∗ using a finite number of rules. Thus the leaves
F˜b are themselves traversable and the inductive step is complete.

An important consequence is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. If M is connected and F : M → M is an H-isometry such that
F (p) = p and
F∗|Hp = IdHp
then F = IdM .
Proof. Let γ be any rule emanating from p. Since F is anH-isometry with F (p) = p,
we immediately get that F ◦ γ is also a rule emanating from p. However
(F ◦ γ)′(0) = (F∗)|p(γ
′(0)) = γ′(0),
so F ◦ γ = γ.
Now suppose q is any point on γ and that v ∈ HqM . Clearly we have F (q) = q.
Let Y be the parallel horionztal vector field along γ such that Yq = v. Then
0 = F∗|γ(t)(∇γ′Y ) = ∇F∗|γ(t)(γ′)F∗|γ(t)(Y ) = ∇γ′F∗γ(t)(Y )
Thus F∗γ(t)Y is also parallel along γ. However F∗|pY = Yp so we must have
F∗|q(v) = F∗|q(Yq) = Yq = v.
Since M is traversable by Theorem 3.4, an easy induction argument now shows
that F = IdM .

From this we can establish the fundamental theorem that establishes that K is
finite dimensional and can be determined by more restricted information at a single
point p ∈M than is required by Strichartz for the weak isometries.
Theorem 3.6. The map χp : K → TpM × skew(Hp) defined by
χp(K) =
(
K|p, (BK)|p
)
is injective.
Proof. Suppose p ∈ M and that K is an H-Killing field such that K|p = 0 and
(BK)|p = 0. Since χp is linear, it suffices to show that K ≡ 0.
Let Y be a horizontal vector field near p. Since [K,Y ] must be horizontal, we see
that [K,Y ] = ∇KY −BK(Y ). The assumptions on K then imply that [K,Y ]|p = 0.
This means that the one parameter family of H-isometries generated by K all act
as the identity on HpM . By Lemma 3.5, this family consists only of the identity
map and so K ≡ 0.

Corollary 3.7. The Lie algebra K is finite dimensional.
We now recall the classical theorem
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Theorem 3.8 (Palais). Let G be a group of differentiable transformations of a
manifold M and S is the set of all vector fields that generate global 1-parameter
subgroups of M . If S generates a finite dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields on
M , then G is a Lie transformation group and S is the Lie algebra of G.
This theorem was originally due to Palais [10] but this formulation is due to
Kobayashi and appears as Theorem 3.1 in [7]. The reader is also referred to the
work of D. Montgomery [9] for an alternative approach.
Since, from Lemma 3.1, we know that all H-Killing fields are complete, we can
immediately deduce the following.
Corollary 3.9. Iso(M), the group of smooth H-isometries, is a Lie group.
Furthermore we get the following simple corollaries of Theorem 3.6.
Corollary 3.10. If K ∈ KV then either K ≡ 0 or K is non-vanishing.
Corollary 3.11. If dimKV = dimVM then M is H-normal and admits a strictly
normal metric extension.
Proof. From Theorem 3.6, we immediately see that the purely vertical H-Killing
fields form a global frame for VM . That M is H-normal, then follows immediately
from Corollary 2.17. If we define a metric extension by declaring the purely vertical
H-Killing fields to be an orthonormal frame for VM , then it is easy to verify that
for T ∈ KV , we have ∇XT = 0 = [T,X ]V for all horizontal X . Thus the extension
is strictly normal.

For our final corollary of Theorem 3.6, we obtain a crude upper bound on the
dimension of K .
Corollary 3.12. If dim(HM) = k and dim(VM) = m then
dimK ≤ m+ k +
k(k − 1)
2
= m+
k(k + 1)
2
.
4. Torsion bounds on dim Isop(M)
In this section, we shall work at a fixed p ∈ M and use the torsion structure of
an sRC-manifold to refine our estimates on the dimension of the isotropy group at
p, Isop(M).
We first note that if K ∈ Kp then [K, ·] makes sense as a pointwise operator
TpM → TpM . If A is any vector field then, since K vanishes at p,
[K,A]|p = (−∇AK − Tor(K,A))p .
The expression within parenthesis depends tensorially on A and thus depends solely
on the value of A at p.
Now fix V 1p = H
1
p ∩ VpM . For any F ∈ Isop(M), since both H
1
p and VpM are
invariant subspaces under F∗, we see that V
1
p is invariant also. A key tool in our
estimation will be subsets of V 1p that are also invariant under Isop(M).
Definition 4.1. For a pair of subspaces E1, E2 ≤ HpM , define the torsion indica-
trix of (E1, E2) by
Ω1p(E1, E2) = {Tor(X1, X2) : Xi ∈ Ei, ‖Xi‖ = 1} ⊆ V
1
p .
For simplicity of notation, we shall use Ω1p(E) = Ω
1
p(E,E).
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We remark that torsion can be viewed as a linear map T : ∧2 Hp → V 1p . Then
Ω1p(E1, E2) can be viewed as the image of product of unit spheres S(E1) × S(E2)
under the composition T ◦ ∧ where
∧ : E1 × E2 → ∧
2Hp
is the obvious wedge product.
It is useful to note the following result.
Lemma 4.2. For any subspace E ≤ HpM , Ω
1
p(E) is compact, symmetric and
star-shaped about 0 ∈ V 1p .
Proof. The compact and symmetric properties are trivial and left to the reader.
Now suppose that X,Y ∈ E with ‖X‖ = ‖Y ‖ = 1. Thus Tor(X,Y ) represents a
generic point in Ω1p(E). Now for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, we note that there must exist s ∈ R
such that tY + sX is a unit length vector in E. Since
tTor(X,Y ) = Tor(X, tY + sX) ∈ Ω1p(E)
we see that Ω1p(E) is star-shaped about 0. 
Definition 4.3. For a subset of a vector space, Ω ⊂ V , we define the stabilizer of
Ω relative to V to be
St(Ω, V ) = {L ∈ GL(V ) : L(Ω) = Ω}.
If the vector space is clear from context we shall drop it from the notation and use
St(Ω) instead.
If V is a finite dimensional vector space, then St(Ω, V ) is a closed Lie subgroup
of GL(V ). Our key example of a stabilizer is St(Ω1p) = St(Ω
1
p, V
1
p ). This is due to
the trivial fact that if F ∈ Isop(M) then (F∗)|V 1p ∈ St(Ω
1
p).
Lemma 4.4. If we define a closed Lie subgroup of Iso(M) by
Iso•p(M) = {F ∈ Isop(M) : (F∗)|V 1p = Id}
then
dim Isop(M) ≤ dim Iso
•
p(M) + dimSt(Ω
1
p).
Proof. The map F 7→ (F∗)|V 1p is a Lie group homomorphism from Isop(M) to
St(Ω1p). Let L be the associated Lie algebra homomorphism. It is then clear that
ker(L) ⊆ K •p . The result then follows from elementary linear algebra.

The relationship between the operator BK and the torsion in the following lemma
is the key to estimating the dimension of Iso•p(M).
Lemma 4.5. If K ∈ K •p and X,Y ∈ HpM
Tor(X,BK(Y )) + Tor(BK(X), Y ) = 0.
Proof. For any smooth section T of V 1, we must have [K,T ]p = 0. Thus if we
extend X,Y to horizontal vector fields we have
0 = [K,Tor(X,Y )]p = Tor([K,X ], Y )p +Tor(X, [K,Y ]p)
= Tor(BK(X)−∇KX,Y ) + Tor(X,BK(Y )−∇KY ).
Since Kp = 0 the result follows immediately.

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As an interpretation of this result, choose an orthonormal frame for HpM . Iden-
tify BK with the matrix of the skew-adjoint operator BK : HpM → HpM and let T˘
be the matrix of the V 1p -valued skew-symmetric bilinear form Tor: HpM ×HpM →
V 1p . Then as matrices
[BK , T˘ ] = 0.
Since T˘ is a vector-valued matrix, this can provide a considerable restriction on the
dimension of Iso•p(M).
To use the full power of Lemma 4.4, we must now develop methods for studying
St(Ω1p). These are typically difficult to compute directly, but as we shall see, we
can use decomposition methods to infer information on the structure of Ω1p.
Definition 4.6. The torsion-kernel at p, H˜0, is the maximal subspace H˜0 ⊆ HpM
with the property that
Ω1p(H˜
0, HpM) = 0.
We say that M is strongly non-integrable at p if H˜0 = 0.
Definition 4.7. A weak torsion decomposition at p is an orthogonal decomposition
HpM = H˜
0 ⊕
m⊕
i=1
H˜i such that Ω1p(H˜
i, H˜j) = 0 if i 6= j. A weak torsion decom-
position is strong if additionally there is a vector space decomposition V 1p =
m⊕
i=1
V˜ i
such that Ω1p(H˜
i) ⊆ V˜ i, i = 1, . . . ,m.
For subsets ∆1, . . . ,∆m contained in some vector space V , we define the convex
sum
C
m∑
i=1
∆m =
{
m∑
i=1
aidi : di ∈ ∆i, ai ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m and
m∑
i=1
ai ≤ 1
}
.
Now we recall that each Ω1p(H˜
i) is star-shaped and symmetric under multiplication
by ±1. From a simple application of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we can obtain
the following result.
Lemma 4.8. For any weak torsion decomposition,
Ω1p(HpM) = C
m∑
i=1
Ω1p(H˜
i).
Proof. For unit length vectors X,Y ∈ Hp we can decompose X = aiXi, Y = bjYj
with Xi, Yi ∈ H˜i and unit length. Then
X ∧ Y =
m∑
i=1
aibiXi ∧ Yi mod ker(T ).
By replacing Xi by −Xi as necessary, we can suppose each aibi ≥ 0. But then
0 ≤
∑
aibi ≤
1
2
∑
(ai)2 +
1
2
∑
(bi)2 ≤ 1.
We can also clearly obtain express any convex sum
tiXi ∧ Yi, t
i ≥ 0,
∑
ti ≤ 1
in the form (aiXi) ∧ (bjYj) modulo ker(T ) with
∑
(ai)2 =
∑
(bj)2 = 1.

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Corollary 4.9. If M admits a weak torsion decomposition at p with each dim H˜i ≤
2 for i = 1, . . . ,m, then St(Ω1p) is discrete and dim Isop(M) = dim Iso
•
p(M).
Proof. If each torsion block other than the torsion kernel has dimension at most
2, then each non-zero Ω(H˜i) consists of a closed line segment. The convex sum of
a finite number of closed line segments will always be polyhedral in nature and so
will have discrete symmetry group.

If we have a strong torsion decomposition where the component pieces of the
sums are in the summands V˜ i which intersect trivially, then we can get a stronger
result. We note in particular that with a strong decomposition for each i > 0,
Ω1p(H˜
i) = Ω1p(HpM) ∩ V˜
i.
To make use of this structure, we shall need a lemma from basic linear algebra.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that the finite dimensional vector space W =W1×W2 and
that for i = 1, 2, Ωi ⊂Wi is a compact set that is star-shaped and symmetric about
0 such that span(Ωi) =Wi. Let Ω be the convex sum of Ω1 and Ω2 in W .
For any L in the connected component of the identity in St(Ω), if we identify
W1,W2 with subspaces of W in the natural way, then L(Wi) = Wi and L|Wi ∈
St(Ωi) for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Define an extremal point of a subset E 6= ∅ of a vector space V , to be a
point x ∈ E such that there is no affine linear embedding of (−ǫ, ǫ) into E such
that 0 is sent to x. Let Ee denote the set of extremal points of E. Next we claim
that if E is compact then, E ⊂ span(Ee). To do this impose an arbitrary inner
product 〈 · , · 〉 on V . Any point of E maximizing the associated norm, must then
be an extremal point. Let Y = span(Ee) and let π⊥ : V → Y ⊥ be the projection
onto its orthogonal complement. If E * Y , then µ = max{‖π⊥(x)‖ : x ∈ E} > 0
and Eµ = {x : E : ‖π⊥(x)‖ = µ} is a non-empty, compact set. Clearly any affine
linear embeddings of intervals into E mapping 0 onto a point of this set must be
contained in an affine linear subspace parallel to Y . But then any extremal point
of Eµ, viewed as a compact non-empty subset of this affine linear subspace, must
also be an extremal point of E. Since such points would have to exist, we have a
contradiction and E ⊆ Y = span(Ee).
Now returning to our set up, it is easy to check that since each Ωi is star-shaped
that
Ωe = (Ωe1 × {0}) ∪ ({0} × Ω
e
2) .
As (0, 0) is not an extremal point of Ω, the points (x1, 0) and (0, x2) are in different
path-components of the set of extremal points of Ω. Now clearly L ∈ GL(Ω) re-
stricts to a homeomorphism Ωe → Ωe. Therefore any L is the connected component
of the identity must induce homeomorphisms Ωei → Ω
e
i for i = 1, 2. As Ω
e
i spans
Wi we must therefore have L(Wi) =Wi. Now with Wi viewed as a subspace of W
in the natural way, Ωi = Ω ∩Wi and so L(Ωi) = Ωi.

Corollary 4.11. dim St(Ω) ≤ dimSt(Ω1) + dimSt(Ω2).
The lemma and its corollary extend to convex sums of more than two subsets in
the obvious way. For our purposes, the primary use of the lemma is in the following
result.
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Theorem 4.12. Suppose M admits a strong torsion decomposition at p. For any
F ∈ Isop(M), the push-forward (F∗)|p preserves the splittings of both HpM and V
1
p .
Proof. The first key observation is that for any F ∈ Isop(M) and X,Y ∈ HpM we
have
F∗Tor(X,Y ) = Tor(F∗X,F∗Y ).
From this it is trivial to show that F∗H˜
0 = H˜0 and hence that F∗ preserves (H˜
0)⊥ =
H˜1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ H˜m.
Now since H1p is bracket-generated by HM at p, we see that each Ω
1(H˜i) must
span V˜ i. Thus we can apply Lemma 4.10 to see that F∗ preserves the splitting on
V 1p .
Suppose that X ∈ H˜i with i 6= 0 and that X˜ = πjF∗X for some 0 6= j 6= i.
Since X˜ ∈ H˜j is not in the torsion-kernel, there must be some Y ∈ H˜j such that
Tor(X˜, Y ) 6= 0. Then
F∗Tor(X,F
−1
∗ Y ) = Tor(X˜, Y ) ∈ V˜
j\{0}.
But since Tor(X,F−1∗ Y ) ∈ V˜
i, this is a contradiction.

The consequence of this theorem is that when looking for torsion restrictions on
the dimension of dimKp, we can study each block of a strong torsion decomposition
separately. In particular, if hi = dim H˜i we can immediately improve Corollary 3.12
by noting
dimKp ≤
m∑
i=0
hi(hi − 1)
2
.
However, using Lemma 4.5 on each block will typically reduce this even further.
We summarize this discussion in the following theorem, the proof of which is now
trivial.
Theorem 4.13. Suppose that HpM admits a strong torsion decomposition HpM =
H˜0 ⊕
m⊕
i=1
H˜i with dim H˜i = hi, i = 0, . . . ,m. Let
hi = {A ∈ skew(H˜i) : [A, T˘ii] = 0}
where T˘ii denotes the H˜i block on the diagonal of the matrix T˘ when written with
respect to an orthonormal frame respecting the strong torsion decomposition. Then
dimK •p ≤
h0(h0 − 1)
2
+
m∑
i=1
dim hi,
dim St(Ω1p) ≤
m∑
i=1
dimSt(Ω1p(H˜i)),
dim Isop(M) ≤ dimK
•
p + dimSt(Ω
1
p).
As a simple application, we can look at the structure of product manifolds and
obtain the following.
Corollary 4.14. If for i = 1, 2, Mi is an sRC-manifold that is strongly non-
integrable at pi, then
K(p1,p2)(M1 ×M2) = Kp1(M1)×Kp2(M2).
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Without the strongly non-integrable condition, it is possible that there will be
interaction between the torsion-kernels.
Next we note that Theorem 4.13 and the above discussion only take into account
torsion as a mapHM×HM → V 1. If the sRC-manifoldM is notH-normal then we
get alternative torsion restrictions on dim Iso•p. To see this, define for any U ∈ V
1
p
a linear map T 0U : Hp → Hp by T
0
U (X) = π
0Tor(U,X). This map is independent of
the choice of metric extension and vanishes identically if M is H-normal.
Now for K ∈ K •p we see
BK ◦ T
0
U (X) = −[K, T
0
U (X)] = −[K,π
0Tor(U,X)]
= −π0Tor(U, [K,X ]) = T 0U ◦ BK(X).
(1)
Now each T 0U is a self-adjoint operator on Hp and so there is a complete decompo-
sition of Hp into orthogonal eigenspaces of T
0
U . The commutation property of (1)
then implies that BK must preserve this eigenspace decomposition.
Unfortunately however, if dimV 1p > 1, the maps T
0
U and T
0
U˜
for different U, U˜
typically do not commute. This means it typically will not be possible to consider
mutual eigenspace decompositions across all such operators T 0U .
Suppose that U ∈ V 1p and that HpM =
m⊕
i=1
Ei where each Ei is an eigenspace of
T 0U with dimEi = ri. A first crude use is to note that
(2) dimK • ≤
m∑
i=1
ri(ri − 1)
2
.
Using Lemma 4.5, we can improve this. Consider an orthonormal basis for HpM re-
specting the eigenspace decomposition. Writing T˘ and BK as matrices with respect
to this matrix, we can break the matrices into block components T˘ij and (BK)ij
corresponding to the various eigenspaces. The block components of BK must lie on
the diagonal. Hence, since [BK , T˘ ] = 0 we must have (BK)iiT˘ij = T˘ij(BK)jj for all
i, j.
We summarize this discussion as the following alternative to Theorem 4.13.
Theorem 4.15. With the notation as above,
dimK •p ≤ dim{B = diag(B1, . . . , Bm) : Bi ∈ skew(Ei), BiT˘ij = T˘ijBj}.
It should be remarked here that the operators T 0U will not typically preserve a
strong torsion decomposition, so this must be regarded as an alternative rather
than complementary decomposition method.
4.1. sRC-manifolds of large step size. For regular sRC-manifolds of large step
size, the above results can be applied verbatim, but they do not take into account
any of the higher order torsion of the manifold. Non-regular H-isometries typically
will not preserve any higher order constructions but regular H-isometries will. The
variety of different types of structure that can appear make it difficult to produce
any general results. However, we shall outline one way in which the ideas of this
section can be applied in the higher step case.
For the remainder of this section, we shall assume that M admits a regular
grading. We shall then explore the additional constraints on the regularH-isometry
group IsoRp (M). We can now assume that each V
j
p is invariant under F∗ rather than
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just V 1p . IfM admits a strong torsion decomposition, then our results can be applied
to each block separately.
Definition 4.16. We define the step m torsion to be the m + 1 tensor defined
inductively by TOR1 = Tor and
TORm(Z1, . . . , Zm+1) = Tor(Z1,TORm−1(Z2, . . . , Zm+1)).
Lemma 4.17. For a regular sRC-manifold, the restricted multi-linear map
T m = πm ◦ TORm :
m+1∏
k=1
HM → V m
depends only on the choice of grading V1, . . . , Vr−1 not the metric extension.
The torsion indicatrix at point p of step m+ 1 is defined by
Ωmp = {T
m(X1, . . . , Xm+1) : Xi ∈ HpM, ‖Xi‖ = 1} ⊂ V
m
p .
The full torsion indicatrix is then
Ωp =
r∏
m=1
Ωmp .
It is clear that
St(Ωp) =
r⊕
m=1
St(Ωmp , V
m
p ).
A regular sRC-manifold is said to be vertically discrete at step j + 1 at a point
p ∈ M if St(Ωjp, V
j
p ) is a discrete group and vertically discrete if the full group
St(Ωp) is discrete.
The following two lemmas are trivial and the proofs are left to the reader.
Lemma 4.18. If F ∈ IsoRp (M) then (F∗)|VpM ∈ St(Ωp).
Lemma 4.19. If dimV j = 1 for any j = 1, . . . , r then M is vertically discrete at
step j + 1 everywhere.
For manifolds that are vertically discrete at two successive levels, it is possible
to greatly reduce the dimension of the vector space upon which BK acts as a skew-
symmetric operator. For U ∈ VpM define maps
T mU : HpM → V
m
p , T
m
U = π
mTor(U,X).
Lemma 4.20. Suppose that K ∈ K Rp . If M is vertically discrete at steps m + 1
and m+ 2 at p then for any U ∈ V mp
range (BK) ⊆ ker
(
T m+1U
)
.
Proof. These follow from very similar computations to that of Lemma 4.5. First
since M is vertically discrete at step m+ 2, we see
0 = [K,πm+1Tor(U,X)]|p = π
m+1[K,Tor(U,X)]|p
= πm+1Tor([K,U ], X)|p + π
m+1Tor(U, [K,X ])|p
As M is vertically discrete at step m + 1, the first term on the last line vanishes.
Hence at p, T m+1(BK(X)) = 0. 
From this we obtain our main theorem for regular higher step manifolds.
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Theorem 4.21. Suppose M is vertically discrete at steps m+1 and m+2 at p. If
L =
⋂
U∈Vmp
kerT m+1U
then at p, L⊥ ⊆ kerBK and BK restricts to a map L→ L.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 4.20 that range(BK) ⊆ L at p. Since
BK is skew-adjoint as a map HpM → HpM , we have ker(BK) = range(BK)⊥ ⊇ L⊥.

From this we can easily obtain the following dimension bound.
Corollary 4.22. Under the same conditions as Theorem 4.21, then
dimKp ≤
1
2
dimL(dimL− 1).
5. Curvature constraints
In classical Riemannian geometry, the curvature of the manifold imposes both
local and global conditions on the isometries and Killing fields. In this section
we shall explore how this theory generalizes to the sub-Riemannian setting. First
we shall look at the pointwise relationship between the curvature of the canonical
sub-Riemannian connection and the bracket structure of H-Killing fields. Next we
shall define a sub-Riemannian analogue of the Ricci curvature and use a Bochner
type methodology to study how this Ricci curature effects the isometry group.
Here and in the sequel, we small use Rms to denote the full curvature tensor
associated to ∇ and R to denote the associated endomorphism of TM . Thus
R(A,B)C =
(
∇A∇B −∇B∇A −∇[A,B]
)
C,
Rms(A,B,C,D) = 〈R(A,B)C , D 〉.
(3)
For sRC-manifolds with a large degree of symmetry, it should be expected that
the curvatures are determined by the Lie algebra structure on K or K ∗. For our
results in this direction, we have the following pair of lemmas. The first which can
be interpreted as stating that the curvature tensor measures the degree to which
K ∗B fails to be a Lie subalgebra.
Lemma 5.1. For K,L ∈ K ∗, as operators on HM we have
B[K,L] = [BK ,BL] +∇KBL −∇LBK − R(K,L).
Proof. Let X be a horizontal vector field. Then
B[K,L](X) =
(
∇[K,L]X − [[K,L], X ]
)
H
= ∇[K,L](X)− [[K,L], X ]
= ∇[K,L](X) + [[L,X ],K] + [[X,K], L]
= ∇[K,L](X)−∇K [L,X ] +∇L[K,X ]
+ BK([L,X ])− BL([K,X ])
= ∇[K,L](X)−∇K∇LX +∇K(BL(X))
−∇L∇KX +∇L(BK(X)) + BK([L,X ])− BL([K,X ])
= −R(K,L)X +∇K(BL(X)) +∇L(BK(X))
+ BK([L,X ])− BL([K,X ]).
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To complete the argument, we note that
(∇LBK)(X) = ∇L(BK(X))− BK(∇LX)
BK([L,X ]) = BK(∇LX + BL(X))
and the required identity follows easily.

The weak H-Killing fields in K ∗B can be thought of as those that generate isome-
tries that have no local rotation component, or are pure translation. From the pre-
vious lemma, we see that the commutation of such vector fields imposes a flatness
condition on the manifold.
Next we see that if the manifold admits a lot of weak H-Killing fields then the
curvature can be computed from properties of the operators BK .
Lemma 5.2. For K ∈ K ∗ and horizontal vector fields X,Y, Z,
Rms(X,K, Y, Z) = 〈∇BK(Y,X) , Z 〉 +
1
2
BK(Tor(X,Y ), Z)
−
1
2
BK(Tor(X,Z), Y )−
1
2
BK(Tor(Y, Z), X).
If K ∈ K then R(X,K)Y = ∇BK(Y,X).
Proof. First we show that
〈∇BK(Y,X) , Y 〉 = 〈∇XBK(Y ) , Y 〉 − BK(∇XY, Y )
= XBK(Y, Y )− BK(Y,∇XY )− BK(∇XY, Y )
= 0.
Thus
(4) 〈∇BK(Y,X) , Z 〉 = −〈∇BK(Z,X) , Y 〉.
Now
〈∇BK(Y,X) , Z 〉 − 〈∇BK(X,Y ) , Z 〉 + 〈 BK(Tor(X,Y )) , Z 〉
= 〈∇X∇YKH −∇Y∇XKH , Z 〉 + 〈 BK(Tor(X,Y )) , Z 〉
+ 〈∇XTor(K,Y )−∇Y Tor(K,X) , Z 〉 − 〈∇∇XY−∇YXKH , Z 〉
− 〈Tor(K,∇XY −∇YX) , Z 〉
= R(X,Y )KH − 〈∇Tor(X,Y )KH , Z 〉 + 〈 BK(Tor(X,Y )) , Z 〉
+ 〈∇XTor(K,Y )−∇Y Tor(K,X) , Z 〉
− 〈Tor(K,Tor(X,Y ) + [X,Y ]) , Z 〉
= R(X,Y )KH + 〈∇XTor(K,Y )−∇Y Tor(K,X) , Z 〉
− 〈Tor(K, [X,Y ]) , Z 〉
= R(X,Y )KH + 〈 (∇Tor)(K,Y,X)− (∇Tor)(K,X, Y ) , Z 〉
+ 〈Tor(∇XK,Y )− Tor(∇YK,X) + TOR2(K,X, Y ) , Z 〉
= R(X,Y )KH − 〈C(∇Tor)(K,X, Y ) , Z 〉
+ 〈Tor(Tor(X,K), Y )− Tor(Tor(Y,K), X) + TOR2(K,X, Y ) , Z 〉
= 〈R(X,Y )KH − C(∇Tor)(K,X, Y ) + CTOR2(K,X, Y ) , Z 〉,
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where C represents the cyclic sum and TOR2(A,B,C) = Tor(A,Tor(B,C)). The
Algebraic Bianchi Identity (see Lemma 3.4 in [4]), implies that
(5) CR(A,B)C = C(∇Tor)(A,B,C) − CTOR2(A,B,C),
and so
〈∇BK(Y,X) , Z 〉 − 〈∇BK(X,Y ) , Z 〉 + 〈 BK(Tor(X,Y )) , Z 〉
= 〈R(X,Y )KH − CR(K,X)Y , Z 〉
= 〈R(X,K)Y −R(Y,K)X , Z 〉.
Hence
〈∇BK(Y,X) , Z 〉 = −〈∇BK(Z,X) , Y 〉
= −〈∇BK(X,Z) , Y 〉 − 〈R(X,K)Z −R(Z,K)X + BKTor(X,Z) , Y 〉
= 〈∇BK(Y, Z) , X 〉 − 〈R(X,K)Z −R(Z,K)X , Y 〉
= 〈∇BK(Z, Y ) , X 〉 − 〈R(X,K)Z −R(Z,K)X + BKTor(X,Z) , Y 〉
+ 〈R(Z,K)Y −R(Y,K)Z − BK(Tor(Z, Y ) , X 〉
= −〈∇BK(X,Y ) , Z 〉 − 〈R(X,K)Z −R(Z,K)X + BKTor(X,Z) , Y 〉
+ 〈R(Z,K)Y −R(Y,K)Z − BKTor(Z, Y ) , X 〉
= −〈∇BK(Y,X) , Z 〉 − 〈R(X,K)Z −R(Z,K)X + BKTor(X,Z) , Y 〉
+ 〈R(Z,K)Y −R(Y,K)Z − BKTor(Z, Y ) , X 〉
− 〈R(Y,K)X −R(X,K)Y + BKTor(Y,X) , Z 〉
= −〈∇BK(Y,X) , Z 〉 + 2〈R(X,K)Y , Z 〉
+ BK(Tor(X,Z), Y ) + BK(Tor(Y, Z), X) + BK(Tor(Y,X), Z).
The result immediately follows

A corollary to this last lemma will become useful later.
Corollary 5.3. For K ∈ K ,
〈 tr ∇BK , Z 〉 = −
∑
i
Rms(Ei,K, Z,Ei)
where Ei is any orthonormal frame for HM .
5.1. Compact sRC-manifolds and Ricci Curvature. In this sub-section, we
study H-Killing fields on compact sRC-manifolds and look at the relation with a
sRC analogue of the Ricci curvature. Throughout this section we shall assume that
M is a compact, oriented sRC-manifold equipped with the basic grading.
At first glance, the most natural generalization of the Ricci curvature to sRC-
manifolds would appear to be
tr Rms(A,B) =
∑
k
Rms(Ek, A,B,Ek)
where Ek is any orthonormal frame for HM . However, this tensor is not in general
symmetric even when restricted to horizontal vectors.
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Definition 5.4. The sub-Ricci curvatures of an sRC-manifold M are the tensors
Rcs(A,B) = tr Rms(A,B) −
1
2
∑
k
〈TOR2(Ek, AH , BH) , Ek 〉
− 〈 tr TOR2(AH) , BH 〉
−
∑
k
〈 (∇Tor− TOR2)(Ek, AV , BH) , Ek 〉
+ 〈 tr(∇Tor − TOR2)(AV ) , BH 〉
where {Ek} is any horizontal orthonormal frame.
Lemma 5.5. The sub-Ricci curvature Rcs is symmetric and satisfies
Rcs(HM,VM) = Rcs(V M,HM) = Rcs(VM, VM) = 0.
The sub-Ricci curvature is also independent of the choice of metric extension.
Proof. We first show symmetry on HM . Note that if A,B are horizontal, then the
last three terms vanish. Now it follows from the Algebraic Bianchi Identity (5) that
CR(X,Y )Z = C∇Tor(X,Y, Z)− CTOR2(X,Y, Z)
and hence from elementary properties of curvature that
2〈R(Z,X)Y , W 〉 − 2〈R(W,Y )X , Z 〉
= C〈 C∇Tor(X,Y, Z)− CTOR2(X,Y, Z) , W 〉
If X,Y, Z,W are all horizontal, then the ∇Tor terms all vanish. Thus using ele-
mentary properties of TOR2, yields
〈R(Z,X)Y , W 〉 − 〈R(W,Y )X , Z 〉 = C〈TOR2(X,Y, Z) , W 〉
If Z =W , then
〈R(Z,X)Y , Z 〉 − 〈R(Z, Y )X , Z 〉 = 〈TOR2(Z,X, Y ) , Z 〉
+ 〈TOR2(Z,Z,X) , Y 〉 − 〈TOR2(Z,Z, Y ) , X 〉
Letting Z run over an orthonormal frame for HM thus produces the desired sym-
metry result.
The non-trivial part remaining is to show that Rcs(T,X) = 0 for all T ∈ VM
and X ∈ HM , but this follows from a similar argument again using the horizonal
Bianchi identities.

If M is H-normal then the sub-Ricci curvatures take on a much more familiar
form,
Corollary 5.6. If M is H-normal with VM integrable, then
Rcs(A,B) =
∑
k
Rms(Ek, AH , BH , Ek)
and hence the latter is symmetric.
One of our purpose in introducing the sub-Ricci curvatures is to use Bochner
type results to study the relationship between curvature and symmetry on sub-
Riemannian manifolds. To use this theory, we shall need a geometrically defined
subelliptic Laplacian.
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Definition 5.7. For a tensor τ , the horizontal gradient of τ is defined by
∇Hτ = ∇Eiτ ⊗ Ei,
the horizontal Hessian of τ by
∇2τ(B,A) = (∇A∇B −∇∇AB) τ
for X,Y ∈ HM and zero otherwise. Finally, the horizontal Laplacian of τ is defined
by
△Hτ = tr
(
∇2τ
)
=
(
∇Ei∇Ei −∇∇EiEi
)
τ
The Laplacian on a Riemannian manifold has a rich and interesting L2-theory.
To replicate this for sRC-manifolds, it is necessary to choose a metric extension.
This metric extension then yields a volume form and we have meaningful L2-
adjoints. Unfortunately, the horizontal Laplacian defined here, does not always
behave as nicely as the Riemannian operator. However, if we make the mild as-
sumption thatM has a vertically rigid metric extension, then it is shown in [4] that
△H is formally self-adjoint and on functions △H = −∇∗H∇H .
The vertically rigid requirement comes from the observation (see [4]) that for a
vector field A,
(6) div A = tr (∇A) +R(A) = tr (∇A) + 〈 R̂ , A 〉.
Without assuming vertical rigidity, many integration-by-parts results will include
terms involving the rigidity vector that are hard to analyze.
With this in place Corollary 5.3 can be re-interpreted and improved on for the
H-normal case.
Corollary 5.8. If M is H-normal and VM is integrable, then for K ∈ K ,
〈△HKH , Z 〉 = −Rc
s(K,Z).
From this we can trivially obtain the following.
Corollary 5.9. If M is H-normal, VM is integrable and A is any parallel vector
field, then for all K ∈ K , the inner product 〈KH , A 〉 is H-harmonic.
We can now begin the technical task of studying the relationship between the
horizontal Laplacian, the sub-Ricci curvatures and H-Killing fields. The begin with
the following technical lemma.
Lemma 5.10. For K ∈ K ,
tr Rms(KV ,KH) = 〈 tr(∇Tor− TOR2)(KV ) , KH 〉 −KH〈 R̂ , KV 〉
Proof. This is largely a straight-forward computation, but we shall make a prelim-
inary remark first. Namely, due to a simple symmetry/skew-symmetry argument
we have
(7)
∑
k
〈Tor(∇KHEk,KV ) , Ek 〉 = 0.
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Then using (7) and Lemma 2.16 (c) we see∑
k
〈∇Tor(Ek,KV ,KH) , Ek 〉 =
∑
k
〈∇KHTor(Ek,KV ) , Ek 〉
− 〈Tor(∇KHEk,KV ) + Tor(Ek,∇KHKV ) , Ek 〉
= KH〈KV , R̂ 〉 −
∑
k
〈Tor(Ek,Tor(KV ,KH) , Ek 〉
= KH〈KV , R̂ 〉 −
∑
k
〈TOR2(Ek,KV ,KH) , Ek 〉
The result then follows easily from Lemma 5.5.

We next show how to integrate a key portion of the torsion.
Lemma 5.11. If M is compact and vertically rigid with VM integrable, then for
K ∈ K ∫
M
〈 tr(∇Tor − TOR2)(K) , KH 〉dV =
∫
M
∣∣τHH (K)∣∣2 dV
Proof. Since M is vertically rigid,
divTor(K,KH)H =
∑
k
〈∇EkTor(K,KH) , Ek 〉
=
∑
k
〈∇Tor(KV ,KH , Ek) + Tor(∇EkKV ,KH) , Ek 〉
+ 〈Tor(KV ,∇EkKH) , Ek 〉
=
∑
k
〈∇Tor(K,Ek, Ek) + Tor(Tor(Ek,K)V , Ek) , KH 〉
+ 〈Tor(K,Ek) , BK(Ek) 〉 − |Tor(K,Ek)H |
2
= 〈 tr(∇Tor− TOR2)(K) , KH 〉 −
∣∣τHH (K)∣∣2
(8)
and the result follows immediately.

Corollary 5.12. If M is compact and totally rigid with VM integrable, then for
K ∈ K ∫
M
tr Rms(K,KH)dV =
∫
M
Rcs(KH ,KH) +
∣∣τHH (K)∣∣2 dV
Proof. First note that since we are assuming total rigidity then
tr Rms(KV ,KH) = 〈 tr(∇Tor− TOR2)(KV ) , KH 〉
= 〈 tr(∇Tor− TOR2)(K) , KH 〉 − 〈 tr TOR2(KH) , KH 〉
Thus
tr Rms(K,KH) = Rc
s(KH ,KH) + 〈 tr(∇Tor− TOR2)(K) , KH 〉
−KH〈 R̂ , KV 〉

We are now finally in a position to state our main Bochner result for H-Killing
fields.
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Theorem 5.13. If K ∈ K and Z ∈ HM , then
(1) tr Rms(K,Z) = −〈△HKH + tr(∇Tor− TOR2)(K) , Z 〉
If M is totally rigid with VM integrable, then furthermore
(2)
∫
M
〈△HKH , KH 〉dV =
∫
M
−Rcs(KH ,KH)− 2
∣∣τHH (K)∣∣2
(3) 0 =
∫
M
1
2
△H |KH |
2
dV =
∫
M
−Rcs(KH ,KH)−
∣∣τHH (K)∣∣2 + |BK |2 dV
Proof. From Lemma 5.2, we see that
−tr Rms(K,Z) = 〈 tr ∇BK , Z 〉
=
∑
i
〈∇Ei (∇EiKH +Tor(K,Ei)) , Z 〉
−
∑
i
〈∇∇EiEiKH − Tor(K,∇EiEi) , Z 〉
= 〈△HKH + tr (∇Tor− TOR2)(K) , Z 〉.
The remaining results then follow easily from Lemma 5.10, Corollary 5.12 and the
observation that
|BK |
2 = |∇HKH |
2 +
∣∣τHH (K)∣∣2 .

This result can be interpreted as saying that the Ricci curvature measures the
difference in size between the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts of ∇KH . The
most useful results come in the H-normal case, where ∇KH is known to be skew-
symmetric
This Bochner type theorem can be used to derive some consequences of curvature
on the space of Killing forms. For negative curvatures, we have the following
generalization of a classical result of Bochner.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose that M is H-normal, VM is integrable and Rcs(X,X) ≤ 0
for all X ∈ HM , then for all K ∈ K , ∇KH ≡ 0. Thus K = KB.
Furthermore if there is some p ∈ M such that Rcs(X,X) < 0 for all X ∈
HpM − {0} then K = KV .
Proof. For the main part of the corollary, we simply note that if M is H-normal
and VM integrable then Theorem 5.13 implies
(9) 0 =
∫
M
△Hf =
∫ (
|∇HKH |
2 − Rcs(KH ,KH)
)
≥
∫
|∇HKH |
2 ≥ 0.
This clearly implies that ∇HKH = 0. However if T is a section of VM , then
∇KT −∇TK − [K,T ] = Tor(K,T ) ∈ VM.
But then projecting to HM , we see ∇TKH = 0, so KH is parallel.
Now if there is a point p where Rcs is strictly negative, then we would have an
impossible strict inequality in (9) unless KH = 0 at p. As KH is parallel, this then
implies that KH ≡ 0.

The Heisenberg group in Example 2.9 shows that the compactness condition is
necessary here. From this we can obtain a sequence of easy corollaries.
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Corollary 5.15. There are no compact, H-normal, sRC-manifolds with VM in-
tegrable and quasi-negative Ricci curvature that are homogeneous under the action
of Iso(M)
Proof. Under these conditions K = KV and hence the dimension of the group
Iso(M) is at most dimVM . 
Corollary 5.16. If M is H-normal, Rcs(X,X) = 0 and dimK = dimM then M
is parallelizeable and H-flat.
Proof. Since dimK = dimM and K = KB, we see that there is a global frame of
H-Killing fields.
From Lemma 5.1 it follows immediately that M is H-flat.

Positive Ricci curvature appears to place fewer restrictions on the Killing fields.
However for manifolds with positive sectional curvature, we have the following
generalization of a classical theorem of Berger (see [1] or [14] ).
Lemma 5.17. SupposeM is H-normal with VM integrable and dim(HM) even. If
every horizontal sectional curvature is positive, then every Killing field K is vertical
at some point p ∈M .
Proof. Choose K ∈ K and set f = 12 |KH |
2
. Then Lemma 5.2 implies that for any
horizontal vector field E,
∇2f(E,E) = 〈∇2KH(E,E) , KH 〉 + |∇EKH |
2
= 〈R(E,K)E , KH 〉 + |∇EKH |
2
= −R(E,KH ,KH , E) + |BK(E)|
2
where the last line follows from Lemma 5.10 and H-normality.
Recall that for all p ∈ m, the map (BK)|p : HpM → HpM is skew-symmetric.
Now if v ∈ ker (BK)|p we see that
∇2f(v, v) = −R(v,KH ,KH , v.)
If v is linearly independent from KH , then the positive sectional curvature con-
straint implies that ∇2f(v, v) < 0.
Now let p ∈M be the point at which f attains it’s minimum. Then at p, ∇f = 0
and∇2f ≥ 0. But at p, we also haveKH ∈ ker (BK)|p. As HM is even dimensional,
ker (BK)|p is also even dimensional and so if KH 6= 0 then ker (BK)|p must contain
a vector v linearly independent from KH . This is a contradiction and KH must
vanish at p.

For the final result in this section, we illustrate one way in which several results
of this paper can be combined. We note that M has positive sectional curvatures
and a full set of purely vertical H-Killing fields then a large number of components
of the curvature must vanish identically.
Corollary 5.18. Under the same conditions as Lemma 5.17, if dimKV = dimVM
then KB = KV and hence
R(T, U)X = 0
for all T, U ∈ VM and X ∈ HM .
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Proof. As M is H-normal, from the basic definitions, we must have KV ⊆ KB.
But as dimKV = dimVM , at every point p ∈M , the first component of the map
χp from Theorem 3.6 must induce a bijection between KV and VpM .
SupposeK ∈ KB. As everyH-Killing field must be purely vertical at some point
ofM , there must be a point p and L ∈ KV such that χp(K) = χp(L) ∈ VpM ×{0}.
But as χp is injective by Theorem 3.6, this implies that K = L ∈ KV .
Since VM is integrable, we see that KV , and hence KB, is a Lie subalgebra of
K . The result then follows easily from Lemma 5.1.

6. Examples
6.1. Carnot Groups. A Carnot group (of step size r) is a connected, simply
connected Lie group G with a stratified Lie algebra g
g = g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ gr such that [gi, gj ] = gi+j .
The horizontal bundle HG is spanned by the left translates of g1 with VM spanned
by the left translates of g2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ gr. To complete the sRC-structure, we assume
that G is equipped with a left invariant metric on HG.
It is easy to see that this sRC-structure for G is H-normal. It is typical in the
literature to extend the metric to a left-invariant metric that respects the strati-
fication. However when r > 2 this leads to a vertically rigid, but not V -normal
structure. We shall take a different approach here.
The left translations of G clearly are sRC-isomorphisms. Thus the one- param-
eter subgroups of G induce a subspace of K with dimension dimG. Now since
the Lie bracket of any left invariant vector fields has no horizontal component, it is
easy to check that any left-invariant horizontal vector field is parallel. This implies
that if K is an H-Killing field associated to a one-parameter subgroup, then for
any left-invariant horizontal vector field X
0 = [K,X ] = ∇KX −∇XKH − Tor(K,X)H = −∇XKH .
Thus BK ≡ 0. This implies that K ∈ KB and so dimKB = dimG. But this
immediately implies that dimKV = dim V G. Hence by Corollary 3.11, G admits
a strictly normal metric extension. We shall call such a metric a Killing metric for
G. In general however, a Killing metric may not be left-invariant.
If we let X1, . . . , Xk be an orthonormal left-invariant frame for HG and set
θ1, . . . , θk be the dual frame of 1-forms (which also annihilate V G), then it is
clear that each θi is closed. Since any Carnot group is known to be diffeomorphic
to Euclidean space, this implies that each θi is globally exact and hence there
are functions x1, . . . , xk such that Xix
j = δji . We shall call these the horizontal
coordinates for the frame X1, . . . , Xk.
Since all left-invariant horizontal vector fields are parallel, from Lemma 2.16 (f)
and Lemma 5.2 we see that ∇KH(V G) ≡ 0 and ∇2KH ≡ 0. Thus the coefficients
of KH with respect to any left-invariant orthonormal frame must be affine linear
functions of the corresponding horizontal coordinates.
Example 6.1. We consider the Heisenberg groups of Example 2.9. If we ordering
the global basis of left invariant vector fields by X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yn, the torsion
matrix is
T˘ =
(
0 In
−In 0
)
⊗ T.
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As dimVHn = 1, we immediately see from the examples of Example 2.9 and Lemma
4.5 that all isotropy groups Isop(Hn) are isomorphic to U(n). Hence as vector spaces
K
∗(Hn) ∼= Lie(Hn)⊕ u(n).
Example 6.2. The Engel group G is R4 with HG = span〈X,Y 〉 and VM =
span〈T1, T2〉 are spanned by the left-invariant vector fields
X =
∂
∂x
− y
∂
∂t1
− t1
∂
∂t2
, Y =
∂
∂y
, T1 =
∂
∂t1
, T2 =
∂
∂t2
The left-invariant metric on HM is defined by declaring X,Y to be orthonormal.
The space of vertical H-Killing fields is easily seen to be spanned by
S1 = T1 − xT2, S2 = T2.
If we let V 1 = span(T1) and V
2 = span(T2) then we have a regular grading for M .
It is also easy to verify that
(10) K RB = span
〈
S1, S2, Y − xS1 X − yS1 − (xy + t
1)S2
〉
.
In the notation of Theorem 4.21, applied with m = 1, we see that L = 〈Y 〉. But
then BK is a skew-symmetric linear map on a one dimensional vector space. Hence
BK ∼= 0 at p. Thus K R ∼= K RB .
In fact, in this example we can use flatness to get a stronger result. If we work
with the basic grading, a Killing metric can be defined by declaring S1, S2 to be an
orthonormal frame for VM . Let p = (0, 0, 0, 0) and let K ∈ Kp. Then using the
general results from Carnot groups, we see that up to a constant rescaling we must
have
KH = yX − xY
But then
0 = Tor([K,X ], Y ) + Tor(X, [K,Y ]) = [K,Tor(X,Y )]
= [K,S1 + xS2] = [K,S1] + yS2 + x[K,S2]
But [K,Si] must be a purely vertical H-Killing field for i = 1, 2 and hence must be
a constant linear combination of S1, S2. This is a contradiction and hence K ≡ 0.
Thus by dimension count, for the Engel group
K ≡ KB ≡ K
R
B = K
R.
6.2. Strictly pseudoconvex pseudohermitian manifolds. A pseudohermitian
manifold M2n+1 is a odd dimensional manifold equipped with a non-vanishing
1-form η and an endomorphism J : ker η → ker η with J2 = −1. The manifold is
strictly pseudoconvex if the bilinear form dη(X, JY ) is positive definite on ker η and
hence is a sub-Riemannian metric for ker η. There is then a unique characteristic
vector field T such that η(T ) = 0, dη(T, ·) = 0. Setting
HM = ker η, V M = 〈T 〉
makes M an sRC-manifold and we can the define the Levi metric extension by
defining JT = 0 and setting
g(A,B) = dη(A, JB) + η(A)η(B).
It was shown in [4] that the sRC-connection associated to the Levi metric is exactly
the well-known Tanaka-Webster connection. It is then easy to see that with this
metric extension M is totally rigid and V -normal.
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If we work with a J graded orthonormal frame X1, . . . , Xn, JX1, . . . , JXn the
torsion operator Tor: HpM×HpM → VM can be identified with a skew-symmetric
matrix
(11) T˘ =
(
0 In
−In 0
)
⊗ T.
Since dimVM = 1, we see that M is vertically discrete. Indeed Ωp = [−1, 1]⊗
T so GL(Ωp) = {±1} It is then clear from remarks following Lemma 4.5 that
Isop(M) ⊆ U(n). From this we immediately have that for all K ∈ K , [K, JX ] =
J [K,X ]. Since ∇JX = J∇X , this immediately implies that for all X ∈ HM
BK(JX) = JBK(X).
Thus K consists of the Riemannian Killing fields for the Levi metric that preserve
the decomposition TM = HM ⊕ VM .
For p ∈ M , the operator T 0T (X) = Tor(T,X) is self-adjoint with respect to the
pointwise inner product and so has a basis of eigenvectors. Since T 0T anti-commutes
with J , the eigenvalues come in pairs ±λ with J : Eλ → E−λ an isomorphism. Thus
there is an orthogonal decomposition
HpM = E0 ⊕
(
Eλ1 ⊕ E(−λ1)
)
⊕ · · · ⊕
(
Eλk ⊕ E(−λk)
)
Let 2h0 = dim(E0) and hi = dim(Eλi) = dim(E−λi) for i > 0.
By (1), if Kp = 0 then BK and T 0T commute at p. Thus at p, BK decomposes
into skew-symmetric operators Eλi → Eλi on each of the eigenspaces of T
0
T .
For λi > 0, the dimension of skew-symmetric bilinear forms on Eλi is given by
hi(hi−1)
2 . Furthermore, Theorem 4.15 and (11) imply that the component of BK on
E−λi is completely determined by the component on Eλi .
Since E0 is J-invariant, we see that (BK)|E0 ∈ U(h0) which has dimension h
2
0.
Putting these together implies that dimKp = h
2
0 +
∑
i
hi(hi−1)
2 and hence
dimK ≤ 2n+ 1 + h20 +
∑
i
hi(hi − 1)
2
.
Corollary 6.3. Suppose M is an H-normal strictly pseudoconvex pseudohermitian
manifold of dimension 2n+ 1. Then
dimK ≤ (n+ 1)2
Proof. Since HpM = E0 for all p ∈M , we can take h0 = n.

6.3. The Lie group SO(n). Let G be the Lie group SO(n) with Lie algebra
identified with the space of skew-symmetric n×n matrices. For notational purposes
let Eij represent the matrix with +1 at position i, j and zeros everywhere else.
Now for i > 2, let Xi be the left-invariant vector field extending E1i − Ei1 and
declare X2, . . . , Xn to be an orthonormal basis for HG, the subbundle of TG that
they span. Next for 1 < i < j let Tij be the left invariant vector field extending
Eij − Eji and let V G be the bundle spanned by all such Tij . This defines a sRC-
manfiold structure for G. Declaring {Tij : 1 < i < j} to be an orthonormal basis
for V G defines a bi-invariant metric extension.
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The bracket structure of G is then given by
[Xi, Xj ] = −Tij , i < j
[Xi, Tij ] = Xj , [Xi, Tji] = −Xj
[Tij , Tik] = −Tjk, [Tij , Tki] = Tjk
with all other brackets zero. It is then easy to check that with this structure G
is H-normal and that the metric extension is strictly normal. We can also easily
compute that dimHG = n − 1, dimV G = (n−1)(n−2)2 and dimG =
n(n−1)
2 . From
Corollary 3.12, we have the estimate
dim Iso(G) ≤ dimG+ dim Isoe(M)
≤
n(n− 1)
2
+
(n− 1)(n− 2)
2
= (n− 1)2
(12)
where e ∈ G is the identity. Indeed, it is clear that left multiplication provides a
1
2n(n−1) dimensional family of H-isometries with no fixed points. Furthermore the
left invariant vector fields Tij are themselves H-Killing fields. So the only question
is whether the dimension Isoe(G) is actually equal to
1
2 (n− 1)(n− 2) .
With respect to the obvious orthonormal frame for HG, the torsion matrix at
any point is T˘ , the skew-symmetric (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix with T˘ij = T(i−1)(j−1)
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Torsion viewed as a map HpG×HpG→ VpG thus has essentially
the same structure as the wedge-product viewed as a map HpG×HpG→ Λ2HpG.
From this it is easy to see that Ωp is the intersection of the unit ball in VpG with
the space of decomposable elements. The symmetry group of this set is large and
so we cannot use torsion to reduce the dimension of Iso(G).
Now for A ∈ TeG, we can consider the 1-parameter subgroup etA and define the
conjugation subgroups of diffeomorphisms ΦA,t : G → G by ΦA,t(g) = etAge−tA.
Using a Taylor expansion, we see that for y = esB ∈ G
ΦA,ty = y + t[A, y] +
t2
2
[A, [A, y]] +
t3
3!
[A, [A, [A, y]]] + . . .
and so at e
(13) (ΦA,t)∗B = B + t[A,B] +
t2
2
[A, [A,B]] +
t3
3!
[A, [A, [A,B]]] + . . . .
Since any elements A ∈ VeG generates an H-Killing fields, it is clear that for
A ∈ VeG the pushforward (ΦA,t)∗ maps HeG → HeG and VeG → VeG. Now we
can apply the observation that ΦA,t ◦ Lg = LΦA,t(g) ◦ ΦA,t to see that the maps
ΦA,t with A ∈ VeG preserve the splitting everywhere. As the standard metric is
bi-invariant it now follows that for any A ∈ VeG and t ∈ R that ΦA,t ∈ Isoe(G).
Now if KA ∈ Ke is the corresponding H-Killing field corresponding to the sub-
group ΦA,t, then differentiating (13) appropriately, we see that for any left-invariant
vector field Y
[KA, Y ]e = −[A, Ye]
where the bracket on the right is the Lie algebra bracket in o(n). These are distinct
for distinct elements A ∈ VeG and so we do indeed have dimKe =
(n−1)(n−2)
2 and
so (12) is the optimal estimate.
One consequence of this is that the groups SO(n) fill a role in complemented sub-
Riemannian geometry that they do not in standard Riemannian geometry. Namely,
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they are the model spaces of step 2, compact, homogeneous sRC- manifolds with
maximal symmetry groups and maximal vertical dimension.
6.4. The Lie group SLn(R). Let G = SLn(R), the Lie group of n × n matrices
with determinant +1. The Lie algebra g can then be identified with trace free
n × n matrices. For i 6= j, let Xij be the left invariant vector field generated by
Eij and for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 set Ti to be the left invariant vector fields generated by
Eii − E(i+1)(i+1). Define an sRC-structure on G by letting Xij , i 6= j be a global
orthonormal frame for HG and let T1, . . . , Tn−1 be a global frame for V G. Then
dimHG = n(n− 1) and dimV G = n− 1.
Left multiplication then provides a transitive family of sRC-isometries and so G
is homogeneous. Then Corollary 3.12, estimates
dim Isoe(G) ≤
1
2
n(n− 1)(n2 − n− 1).
In this instance however, we shall be able to greatly reduce this estimate using
torsion.
The only Lie brackets of horizontal left invariant vector fields that produce ver-
tical terms are (with i < j)
[Xij , Xji] = Eii − Ejj =
j−1∑
k=i
Tk.
Therefore there is a weak torsion decomposition ofHeG into two dimensional blocks.
By Corollary 4.9, the Lie group St(Ω1p) is therefore discrete. Therefore for any
U ∈ V 1e and K ∈ Ke we must have [BK , T
0
U ] = 0. Now
[Ti, Xjk] = (δij − δ(i+1)j − δik + δ(i+1)k)Xjk.
An immediate consequence of this is that T 0U is diagonal for any U ∈ V
1
e with
respect to orthonormal basis above. This means that all these operators commute
and hence BK must preserve the intersections of the eigenspaces of all operators T
0
U .
It is straightforward to verify that each Xij generates an intersection of eigenspaces
and so BK itself must be diagonal. As BK must also be skew-adjoint, we see that
BK = 0 for all K ∈ K . Hence Iso(G) is isomorphic to a finite number of disjoint
copies of G itself.
6.5. The rototranslation group. A complemented sub-Riemannian manifold
that arises from problems in neurobiology and computer imaging is the rototrans-
lation group, (see for [2] and [6] ). This is the group G = R2 × S1 with group
structure
(a, b, γ) · (x, y, θ) = (a+ x cos γ − y sin γ, b+ y cosγ + x sin γ, γ + θ).
The identity is e = (0, 0, 0) and
(x, y, θ)−1 = (−x cos θ − y sin θ, x sin θ − y cos θ,−θ).
An sRC-structure is created by setting X,Θ to be an orthonormal frame for HG
and T a global frame for V G where
X = cos θ
∂
∂x
+ sin θ
∂
∂y
, Θ =
∂
∂θ
, T = sin θ
∂
∂x
− cos θ
∂
∂y
.
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It is easy to check that this frame and the metric on HG is left-invariant. The
bracket structure on G is then
[X,Θ] = T, [X,T ] = 0, [Θ, T ] = X.
From this we can compute the connection and torsion as
∇XΘ = 0, ∇ΘX = 0, ∇T = 0,
∇TX = Θ/2, ∇TΘ = −X/2
Tor(T,Θ) = X/2, Tor(T,X) = Θ/2, Tor(X,Θ) = −T.
As V G is 1-dimensional, the rototranslation group is vertically discrete at step 2
and so the operator T (·) = Tor(T, ·) commutes with BK on HpG for any K ∈ Kp.
Now T has eigenvalues ±1/2 and so splits HpG into two 1-dimensional eigenspaces.
Hence BK = 0 at p.
It can then be checked by direction computation that there is a global frame of
non-vanishing Killing fields corresponding to the right-invariant vector fields.
X̂ =
∂
∂x
= cos θX + sin θT, Ŷ =
∂
∂y
= sin θX − cos θT
Θ̂ =
∂
∂θ
− y
∂
∂x
+ x
∂
∂y
= Θ+ (x sin θ − y cos θ)X − (y sin θ + x cos θ)T
Thus K is 3-dimensional and spanned by the list above.
In fact, similar to the Heisenberg groups, we can make a stronger statement.
Suppose K = aX + bΘ+ cT is a weak H-Killing field then
b+Xc = 0, −a+Θc = 0
Xa = Θb = 0, Xb+Θa+ c = 0.
Then
Tc = XΘc−ΘXc = Xa+Θb = 0
Now
Tb = −TXc = −XTc = 0, T a = TΘc = ΘTc−Xc = b.
Since
[T,K] = (Ta− b)X + Tb Θ+ Tc T
we immediately see that K is a strong H-Killing field. Since G admits a transitive
family of non-vanishing H-Killing fields, we must therefore have K ∗ = K .
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